Around the Classroom
A Snapshot Overview from Autumn 2016
_______________________________________________________________

Practical Life
Practical Life exercises teach life skills. These Montessori activities replicate work that a
child sees adults doing in their daily lives. The practical life tools and furniture are childsized. The tasks performed are self-correcting. The children develop concentration, fine and
gross motor coordination through repetition indirectly preparing the child for sensorial,
language and math activities.



Left: Gabriel separates beads from the sand using a sifter.



Right: David sorts colored stars using a tweezer.
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Sensorial
Sensorial materials educate and refine the senses. These activities organize and
categorize sense perception. For example, the pink tower, broad stair and red rods
expand the child’s knowledge of dimensions. The vocabulary words “smallest,
biggest, thinnest, thickest, shortest and longest” enhance the child’s sensory
education. The cylinders offer a more complicated variety of dimensions and shapes.
The color boxes teach colors and various shades. A variety of materials are available
to sort by sound, smell and touch. Red and blue sound cylinders teach a child to sort
by sound, smelling bottles by smell and fabric pieces by touch. The handling of the
sensorial materials attunes the child to the fine differences in their environment and
prepares the hand and mind for the academic subjects.




Left: Leora is working with the circle tray from the geometric cabinet.
Right: Shlomo learns about a cube, sphere and cone.
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Language
The Montessori language arts curriculum is sequential, multi-sensory and phonetic
based. When the teachers observe the child's readiness, they introduce metal insets
(which assist the child in writing straight and curved lines), I Spy games and
sandpaper letters. Writing exercises always accompany sound and symbol lessons.
Spelling and reading follow with opportunities for expressive writing available on
Gan Aliya's shelves.






Top Left: Ezra reads a Primary Phonics reader independently.
Top Right: Benzti uses the mental insets.
Bottom Left: Sarah Shayna spells using the movable alphabet.
Bottom Right: Jonah matches antonyms with Morah Daphna.
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Math
The language of math surrounds a child beginning at birth. “How many would you
like?” “How old are you?” “Two for you and two for me." The Montessori math
curriculum offers concrete experiences to help develop math concepts. The child
puts together, takes away and divides objects, beads, and cubes.





Top: Sarah Shayna teaches Asher how to sequence numbers 1-6 and add
corresponding quantities.
Left: Yechezkel uses the teen board to learn numbers 11-19.
Right: Berel and Remi practice quantity recognition and sequencing of
numbers 1-10 using the red and blue number rods.
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Top Left: Remi uses the sand tray to write the numeral "3" with Morah
Shaindy.
Top Right: Daniel sequences numbers 1-10 and adds the correct number of
links.
Bottom Left: Sarala learns numbers 1-19 combining the teen board and the
short bead stair.
Bottom Right: Bruria practices sequencing numbers with Morah Nancy.
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Torah and Alef Bais
Gan Aliya strives to build in students a deep emuna in Hashem and love of
His Torah. Utilizing the Montessori-style works designed by Rabbi Jonathan Rietti,
the children begin to learn the 613 Mitzvos, refinement of their middos, Jewish
holidays, Shabbos, the weekly Torah portion and Jewish History. These subjects
teach them about who they are, where they come from, where they are going, and
what their responsibility is as Jews. Children develop Hebrew literacy at their own
pace. Using a variety of tactile, visual, and auditory stimuli to master the Alef Bais,
children first recognize the letters and then begin to sound them out. After
distinguishing between the many letters, words are read and Hebrew vocabulary is
increased.



Above: Nina and DJ match the Rabbi Rietti shoreshim (Hebrew root word)
cards to the correct pictures.
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Top Left: Yosef sequences the days of creation.
Top Right: Nathan and Charlie match the Yom Tov and Shabbos objects.
Bottom Left: Yehuda uses the sand tray to write the Hebrew letter
"gimmel."
Bottom Right: Judah studies the Alef Bais letters using the large Alef Bais
board.
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Culture and Science
Every month science and geography lessons are woven into the morning circle
time. All the children are introduced to a topic. Objects are examined with pictures
displaying additional facts to know. Individual and small group lessons that are
geared toward specific skill levels follow in the afternoon work cycle. In addition,
shelf activities are available to reinforce the lessons. (Below: "Seasons" and "Trees"
are a part of our culture curriculum.)

Seasons
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Did you know that it takes planet earth 365 days and nights to travel around the sun?
Morah Nancy acted out planet Earth's orbit. She spun the globe as she walked
around the months of year, which were color coded by season. Remi served as the
"sun" and stood in middle of the ellipse. An additional lesson followed where
pictures of each month were categorized by season. The children then had the
opportunity to individually create a project that involved sorting months of the year
into seasonal categories.
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Trees
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Drawings of the cross section of the tree sat in middle of the circle time rug. The
children examined these pictures and decided if the bark is rough or smooth? A
discussion evolved with each child adding his/her knowledge of trees and the many
animals that call trees "home." They learned that trees grow from seeds buried in the
ground. The roots hold the tree in place and channel water and nutrients from the
soil to feed the tree. Leaves feed the tree as well. A "parts of a tree" jigsaw puzzle and
many books with pictures of trees during each season are available in the classroom.
An arts and crafts component went along with this lesson. The children were asked
to design an autumn tree by painting colorful leaves. Additionally, the older children
made a "parts of the tree" book and wrote sentences on tree facts.
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